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FOREWORD
This book presents the appendixes to Volume 4,
Configuration Design. This work was accomplished
under the One-Man Lunar Flying Vehicle Contract
(NAS9-9045), conducted by the North American
Rockwell Space Division for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas. Other volumes to this final report
are:
Volume 1. Summary
Volume 2. Mission Analysis
Volume 3. Subsystem Studies
Volume 5. Preliminary Design and
Specification






l DOCUMENT SECURITY CLASSIFICATIONL_CLASSIFIED
STUDY OF 0RE-MAN LUNAR FLYING VEHICLE - FINAL iEPOI_T: VOLUME I -
SUMMARY; VOLUME 2 - MISSION ANALYSIS; VOLUME 3 - SUBSYSTEM STUDIES;
VOLUME 4 - CONFIGURATION IESICN; VOLUME 5 - PRELIMINARY DESI_ AND






ORIGINATING AGENCY AND OTHER SOURCES
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL, SPACE DIVISION
DOCUMENT NUMBER






*0NE-MAN LUNAR FLYING VEHICLE, *CONTROL SYSTEFS, *PROPULSION SYSTEI_, *TRAJECTORIES,
*DESI_, _RAINING, *RESOURCES, *MISSION ANALYSIS
ABSTRACT
ZHE PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY WERE TO OPTIMIZE _HE DESI_ AND TO I_VELOP SYSTEM
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE LUNAR FLYING VEHICLE. THE SCOPE ENCOMPASSED PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION_
OONCEPT GENERATION, AND EVALUATION EFFORT FOR THE DEFINITION OF A RECOMMK2CHED CONCEPT;
PRODUCTION OF A PRELIMINARY DESION AND DEVELOPFkqNT OF SYSTEMS SPECIFICATIONS OF THE
RECOM_ENI]ED CONCL_FP; AND DEFINITION OF RESOURCES AND _ TRAINING PLANS. IN ADDITION TO
GII_ERATION OF THE LFV DESIC-N, THE SCOPE OF ZHE STUDY INCLUDED LUNAR MODULE INTEGRATION,
FLIGHT SUIT IN_RFACE STJDIES, AND IEFINITION OF GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT FOR EARTH AND
LUNAR OPERATIONS.
AS A RESULT OF PARAMETRIC SIUDIES CONDUCIED DURING _HE FIRST PHASE OF _HIS EFFORT, A
CONCEPT WAS SELECTED WHICH HAS YHE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS: (i) STABILITY-AUC_I2ffED
CONTROL, (2) FOUR GIMBALED ENGINES WHICH ARE CLUSTEEED BINEA_H _E VEHICLE, (3) A SEATED
PILOT POSITION, AND (4) AN INTEGRAL X-FRAME IANDING GEAR WITH 6 HYDRAULIC AT_TORS.
7HIS VEHICLE IS CAPABLE OF CARRYING A 370-LB PAYLOAD IN ADDITION TO 7HE PILOT. THE DEY
WEIghT OF THE VEHICLE IS 304 LB. WHEN LOAIED WITH 300 ROUNDS OF LM DESCINT STAGE
PROPELLANTS, THE VEHICLE CAN OPERATE WITHIN A 4.6 NAUTICAL MILE RADIUS WI_H NO PAYLOAD.




APPENDIX A: MASS PROPERTIES REPORT .
Configuration Description
Mass Properties Summary - Pilot Only
Mass Properties Summary - 100-Pound Payload Case
Mass Properties Summary - 370-Pound Payload Case
Mass Properties Summary- Lunar Escape
Detail Mass Properties - Pilot Only
Detail Mass Properties - 100-Pound Payload Case .
Detail Mass Properties - 370-Pound Payload Case
Detail Mass Properties - Lunar Escape
APPENDIX B: LANDING DYNAMICS PROGRAM RESULTS
APPENDIX C: BACKGROUND CONCEPTUAL DRAWINGS
APPENDIX D: RELIABILITY CALCULATION
Confi guration Comparison
Control Comparison .































The configuration consists of a one-man crew with variable payload
which is stability augmented using eight actuators for attitude control. The
body structure is basically sheet-stringer with trusses to support two
Z0-inch spherical propellant tanks. The vehicle is designed to land on four
integrally framed legs with horizontal and vertical attenuation to the body
combined in eight identical shock absorbers. Main propulsion is provided
by four gimbaled engines. The following is a brief description of the base-
line configuration subsystems:
C ode De scription
Z.0 BODY STRUCTURE
Z. 1 Carry-through Structure - Structural box, aluminum
sheet stringer
Z.Z Payload Platforms - Aluminum sheet stringer, hinged
2.3 Fuel and Oxidizer Tank Supports - Aluminum support
structure for mounting tanks
Z.4 Engine Compartment - Aluminum structure for housing
the engines and actuator system
2.5 Secondary Structure - Aluminum structure for mounting
various system components
3.0 INDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
3.1 Insulation - Environmental protection consists of
mylar type of covering for propellant and pressure
tanks and engine compartment
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LAUNCH, RECOVERY, AND DOCKING
Leg - Aluminum triangular tubing of 4.0-inch depth
with bending material section at each corner for
each of the four legs
Foot Pads - Aluminum sole, 10 inches in diameter,
four required, with attachment fittings for connection
to each leg
Attenuation - Eight shock absorbers providing both







Attitude rate (any axis)
Touchdown attitude (any axis)























Thrust - 110 lbs
Chamber pressure - 100 psia
Area ratio - 40:1
Dry weight - 4.9 lbs
Mixture ratio - 1.5
Inlet valve, cavitating venturi throttle, combined
with start valve
Average specific impulse - 276 sec










Engine and Accessories (Cont)
Flex plumbing and lines
Engine thrust structure
Propellant Tanks - Fuel
Z0-inch spheres
Gemini - forging tools and vacuum chuck
Minimum gauge - 0.0Z5 6A1 4 Va titanium
Z mounting trunions
Top boss - 1/Z inch used for load stability
Bottom boss - 1 inch used for load stability
Slosh and feedout internals - built-in capillary
screens
Propellant Lines and Disconnects (oxygen and fuel)
Lines - 1/2 inch 304L stainless steel
Prevalves - Z required, I/Z-inch manual
Filter - 2 required, Z5 micron, 2 lbs/sec,
10 psi drop
Fill Connector - Z required, Ref. drawing
Z030-18K-K, Apollo MEZ73-00Zl, 19, Class 1
Bleed tank - Z required, MEZ73-0011, Z4
Pres surization System
Lines
Check valve - Z required, MEZ84-0357
Regulator - Z required, MEZ84-00ZZ
Relief valve - Z required, MEZ84-00Z6
Shutoff valve - Z required, manual
Connector - Z required
Filter - 1 required
Relief valve - Z required, MEZ84-00Z6












Actuators - 8 required, 1A, Z8V
Rotational hand controller











Assume 5 sorties of 8-rnin duration (40-rain total)
Batteries operated in parallel
Single battery must carry total load for any
single sortie
Battery design
4 sorties 6 amp-hr for Z batteries = 3 amp-hr
1 sortie 1.6 amp-hr for 1 battery = 1.6 amp-hr
4.6 amp-hr
POWER CONVERSION DISTRIBUTION
Circuit breakers, switches, bus and wiring (Z-amp)
for distribution of electrical power to stability
augmentation, controls, and displays. Battery status
(integrating ampere-hour meter) on battery case.
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION
Control unit
Type - Analog IC's and discrete resistances
Power - Input Z5 to 31 VDC





Voltage 0 to 31 VDC









GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION (Cont)
Mechanical
General - sealed for 45 days of vacuum
Stroke - 0. 900 + 0.01 in. limited by mechanical
stops
Torques - 100 in. -lb with 3.5-in. moment arm
Response - 5 cps min
Weight - Z. 5 lb max (each)
Length - 5.68 in.
Duty cycle - Z-hr total operation, no single
continuous use greater than 400 sec
Rate gyros - Z
Weight 1. Z5 lb (each)
PERSONNEL PROVISIONS
Baseline configuration provides provisions for a




CREW STATION CONTROLS AND PANELS
Baseline configuration consists of the following:
Pedestal
Instrument panel including following displays:
Attitude - azimuth meter
Propellant quantity indicators - Z
Thrust-to-weight indicator
Landing contact lights - Z
Pressure gages - Z
Timer
Controls - pitch, roll and yaw
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MASS PROPERTIES SUMMARY
100 - POUND PAYLOAD CASE
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LFV Configurations-Engine Throttling Versus Engine
Gimballing-Flight Control.
Lunar Flying Vehlcle-Kinesthetic Control and Automatic
Control.
Lunar Flying Vehicle-Differential Throttle Control-
Manual-Operated.
LFV Install-LEM Descent Stage Clearance and Location.
Lunar Flying Vehicle-Baseline Configuration-
Kine sthetic Control.
Lunar Flying Vehicle - Four Spherical Tanks, Para-
metric Gear and Engines.
Lunar Flying Vehicle - Two Spherical Tanks, Para-
metric Gear and Engines.
Lunar Flying Vehicle-Four Cylindrical Tanks, Tricycle
Spring Leaf Gear, Single Engine.
Lunar Flying Vehicle-Two Cylindrical IM Tanks, Four
Dual-Pad Gear, Four Engines.
Lunar Flying Vehicle-Lunar Module Stowage and Fueling
Inter face.
Lunar Flying Vehicle-Lunar Module Stowage and
Removal Mechanism.
Lunar Flying Vehicle-Four Spherical and Four Cylin-
drical Tanks with P_'rallel Feed.
Lunar Flying Vehicle-4-Engine, Z-Tank, Manual
Control.
Lunar Flying Vehicle-Landing Gear Attenuation
Configurations.
















Lunar Flying Vehicle l-Engine, Z-Tank, Kinesthetic
Control.
Lunar Flying Vehicle Operational Sequence.
Lunar Flying Unit 3-Engine, Z-Tank, Manual Control.
Propellant Tank Instal-Lunar Flying Vehicle
(Ref. 2030-24).
Engine Installation-Single Lunar Flying Vehicle
(2030-24).
LFU Control Console-4-Engine-Automatic Control.
LFU-LM Tanks-4 Engines Swinging Engine Concept.













Figure LFV Configurations, Engine- Throttling Ver sus
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Figure LFV Concept - Four Cylindrical Tanks, Tricycle
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Figure LFV Concept - Four Engines, Two Spherical Tanks,
Manual Control (Drawing 2030-18)C-Z9, 30 SD 69-419-4
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LFV Concept - Three Engines, Four Cylindrical Tanks,
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Figure LFV Operational Sequence (Drawing Z030-_-5)
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Both mathematical modeling and calculation were performed by an
IBM 7094/7090 computer program called the abort automatic reliability
mathematical model (AARMIVi). This sequential methodology consists of an
ordered procedure for directly obtaining a methematical model of all possi-
ble combinations of component success and/or failure events that give rise
to system failure. The program selected those combinations which caused
a system failure or flight plan deviation {mission abort). It recognized and
considered, either singly or in combination, multinomial redundancy,
standby redundancy, dependent components, mutually exclusive component
failure modes, and various abort criteria by the application of Baye's
theorem to the conditional, sequential probability of system failure. The
exponential probability density function was used to model the dependence
of component reliability on time. Following completion of the required
calculations at the Los Angeles Division, where the program originated,
successful sample calculations were made at the Space Division in prepara_-
tion for evaluation of the selected LFV configuration during the second half
of the contract.
Program capacity limitations required separate calculation of each
type of sortie. Ten time phases are the present AARMMlimit; and Sorties I,
Z, 3, and 4 have six flight phases each, and Sortie 5 has nine. The logic
diagrams in Figures 53 and 54 were used for each sortie, and the logic
diagram in Figure 52 was used to combine sorties into system reliability
criteria.
Mission success = PMSI PMS2 PMS3 PMS4 PMS5
PMSi = probability of mission success
for the ith sortie,
i = i, Z, 3, 4, 5
Crew safety = PCSI - PMSI (I-Pcsz-5)
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P =_ probability of crew safety during the
CSi ith sortie, i = i, Z, 3, 4, 5
P = probability of crew safety during the
CSj-k combined sorties of j through k, where
j < kand j, k = I, 2, 3, 4, 5.
PCSZ-5 = PCSZ PMSZ (I-Pcs3-5)
PCS3-5 = PCS3 - PMS3 (I-Pcs4-5)
PCS4-5 = PCS4 - PMS4 (1-Pcs5)
The basic expression for combining two sequential phases without
identifying the individual failure combinations is derived as follows:
From the successful path logic diagram,
to the mathematical model,
PCS2 = PMSZ + PCsz-PMsz = PCSZ
PCSI-Z = PMSI PMS2 + PMSI (PCsz'PMsz)
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In words, the two-phase crew safety is the sum of all mutually
exclusive paths to success. In this case, there are three paths: (1) all
success; (Z) first phase successful, second phase failure, and second phase
successful abort; or (3) first phase failure and first phase successful abort.
This method is not so accurate as individual consideration of each failure
mode followed by sequential combination into mission crew safety, but the
results are adequate for this configuration comparison. Table D-1 shows
the numerical results. Reliability criteria for configurations other than the
basic four-engine or one-engine configurations were calculated utilizing
overall mission logic to obtain results primarily for comparison; for example,
I. 4 engines/8 actuators to 4 engines/6 actuators:
Divide mission success by the joint probability of success
of two actuators since they are no longer used.
Multiply crew safety by the joint probability of success of
two engines and two actuators since these components are
now mission-critical.
2. 4 engines/8 actuators to 4 engines/4 actuators:
Divide mission success by the joint probability of success
of four actuators since they are no longer used.
Multiply crew safety by the joint probability of success of
four engines and four actuators since they are all mission-
critical.
° 1 lift engine/2 actuators/4 RCS engines to 1 engine/I2 RCS
engine s :
Multiply mission success by the joint probability of success
of eight engines since an additional eight engines are now
operating, and divide by the joint probability of success of
the two removed actuators.
Multiply crew safety by the joint probability of success of
the eight additional engines in the catastrophic failure mode,
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Table D-I. Combination of Sortie Crew Safety






















































Rocket Engine Mission Reliability = 0. 998
Actuator Mission Reliability = 0.999
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CONTROL COMPARISON
Mathematical models were developed for each of the three configura-
tions (eight actuator, four actuator, and sliding plate) from Logic
Diagrams ll, lZ, 13, and 14 as follows:
Eight actuators :
Mission success = p8
A
PA = mission probability of actuator success
8 6
Crew safety = PA + 4 PA qA
qA = mission probability of actuator failure
= 1 - PA
Four actuators (each actuator having two motor blocks):
4 p4
Mission success = PSI MB
PSI
PMB
= mission probability of success of actuator
series items
= mission probability of success of actuator
. ------A
motor block
PSI PMB = PA
Crew safety for the operational mode of detecting and
switching single failures
4 3
Crew safety (single switching) = PA + 4 PA qA
Crew safety for the operational mode of detecting single
failures and switching all four motor blocks
4 p4
Crew safety (quadruple switching) = PSI MB
+ 4qsIPDs PMB PSI + qMB PDS B SI
D-7
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= mission probability of series items failure
= probability of detection and switching success
= mission probability of motor block success
Sliding plate (pitch and roll actuators having two motor blocks and
yaw actuators with one motor block each)
M p3Mission success = P B SI
Crew safety for the operational mode of detecting and switching
single failures and for yaw loose failure being catastrophic
Crew safety (single switching and yaw loose failure) = p3
A
2
+ 2qMB PDS PSI PMB (PMB
+ (qSIHO + qMBHO ) (PDsPA)]
+ 2 qMB PDS P_I
+ qMB PDS PMB ) [PA
+ qSIHO + qMBHO)(PDs ) [p2
PMB (PMB +qMB PDS PMB),I
qs I/-IO = mission probability of series items failure in the
hard-over mode
qMBHO = mission probability of motor block failure in the
hard-over mode
Crew safety for the operational mode of detecting and switching
single failures and for yaw series items loose failure being
catastrophic
Crew safety (single switching and yaw series items loose
failure) = p3 + 2 qMB PDS P_I PMB {PMB
+ (qSIHO + qMB ) (Pos) [PZA + 2 qMB PDS PZI PMB (PMB
+ qMB PDS PMB )]
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Craw safety for the operational mode of detecting single failures
and switching double pitch and roll motor blocks and for yaw
loose failure
3
Crew safety (double switching and yaw loose failure) = PA
2 [pA + + pA)]+ 2 qMB PDS PA (qSIHO qMBHO ) (PDs
+ lqsm° qMBHOIiPDS1 [pZ+2qMB PDS
Crew safety for the operational mode of detecting single failures
and switching double pitch and roll motor blocks and for yaw
series items loose failure
Crew safety (double switching and yaw series items
loose failure) = p3_ + 2 qMB PDS p2A [_A + (qSIHO
+ qMB ) (PDs P A )] + (qSIHO + qMB ) (PDs) [PZA
+ 2 qMB PDS P_]
CONTROL STUDY CALCULATIONS EXAMPLES
8-Actuator Crew Safety
All success (0. 999) 8 = 0. 992028
Four cases of one actuator set failure and three sets successful,
4(0.001999) (0.999) 6 : 0.007948
Total P = 0.992028 + 0.007948 = 0.999976
CS
4-Actuator Crew Safety (Quadruple Motor Block Switching)
4
All success (0.999) = 0.996006
Four cases of one series items failure, detection, and three successful,
4(0.000030) (0.995)(0.999) 3 = 0.000119
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Four cases of one motor block failure,
four actuators successful,
4(0. 000970) (0.995) [(0.999) 4 +
Total P = 0.996006 + 0.000119
CS
detection, and any three out of
4(0.001) (0.999)3j ] = 0.003861
+ 0.003861 = 0.999986
Sliding Plate Crew Safety (Double Motor ]Block Switching for Pitch and Roll)
All success (0.999) 3 = 0.997003
Two cases of pitch and roll motor block failure, detection, and two
actuators successful as well as either one of two yaw actuators
2(0.000970) (0.995) (0.999) 2
+ O. 000873) (0. 995) (0. 999)J
0.999 + (0. + 0.000097000003
= 0. OO1926
One case of yaw actuator failing, detection, the other yaw actuator
working, and either set of pitch and roll motor blocks working
(0.000003 + 0.000097 + 0.000873) (0.995) (0.999) [(0.999) 2
+ 2(0. 000970) (0.995) (0.999)2J = 0.000967
Total P = 0.997003 + 0.001926 + 0.000967 = 0.999896
CS
(This probability is lower than that of the other two configurations
because of series item criticality in all four actuators.)
CHECK-OUT LOCATION
The AARMM computer results for Sortie 5 were reviewed and those
failure combinations selected which were applicable to mission continuation
(deletion of single-- point failures). Each joint probability for each time
phase was modified to increase the abort time to the remaining mission
time. Then, the modified joint probabilities were added to give the worst-
case probability of LFV failure for no abort. Table D-Z is a sample
calculation.-
The probability of crew loss due to multiple failures was used for each
time phase because this included all cases of failure, failure detection,
abort, and loss during abort. The single-point failures were not included,
since these would cause crew loss whether or not the abort rule were
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Table D-3. Sortie 5 for the Four-Engine/Eight-
Actuator Configuration
I. Launch 0. 14 x I0 -I0 x 0. 155
0.001
- 0.217 x I0 -8
0.155-0.049 = 0. 199572 x 10 -5
Z. Flight 0. 546 x 10 -6 x 0. 029
0. 155-0. O52
3. Landing 0.4x 10 -6 x 0.055 = 0.8 x 10 -6
0. 155-0.53
4. Launch 0.305 x 10 -7 x = 0.56563 x 10 -7
0. 055
0. 155-0. 1
5. Flight 0.995872 x 10 -6 x 0.055 = 0.995872 x 10 -6
6. Landing 0.608 x 10 -7 = 0.608 x 10 -7
7. Launch 0. 19 x 10 -7 = 0.19 x 10 -7
8. Flight 0.10309 x 10 -5 = 0.10309 x 10 -5
9. Landing 0.Z7 x I0 -I0 = 0.27 x I0 -I0
0.3 x 10 -5 - joint failures for abort mode
Total joint failures causing crew loss =
Increase in crew losses due to nonabort
0.5 x I0 -5
= 0.2 x I0 -5
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followed. Each joint failure probability (qj) was considered approximately
the product of the failure rates (k j) times the operating times (tj).
_ -k tj)qj = (ime k, t)... (l-e J , j = I, Z ..... n. --- kl tl ...kj t j.
Since the computer only considered three or less failure combinations, j = 3;
however, the most significant failure combinations were for j = Z.
A
qj _ k I tI .k 2 tZ, where tz = abort time
The abort time for each phase was increased to the remainder of the mission;
so tZ was replaced with,
New abort time = total sortie time - cumulative phase time
However, the last few time phases required no additional abort time; i.e.,
the computed abort time was no different from the regular mission time.
Addition of the modified individual phase joint probabilities neglected the
conditional nature of the failures; i.e., crew loss in the first time phase
should have precluded loss in succeeding time phases. The results are
worst-case values and show that in-flight or remote landing'site discovery
of failures has a very small effect on sortie crew safety. When this is
acceptable, the check-out equipment and procedures should be left and
performed near the LM.
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